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CANIS LUPUS (GRAY WOLF) PUP SURVIVAL
IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
Anne Jehle
Study Area & Approach
DECADES OF FIELD DAYS
• Quantify extensive, daily field notes to 
create a detailed encounter history
• Analyze pup high counts
• Calculate apparent survival rates
Results & Conclusions
HIGH COUNTS & SURVIVAL VARY
Introduction & Significance
WOLVES SHAPE YELLOWSTONE
• 1995 reintroduction provided 
opportunities for in-depth understanding 
of population dynamics
• Important apex predators
• Integration promoted restoration of 
ecosystem functions (elk, songbirds, 
willows, beavers, etc.)
PUPS SHAPE WOLVES
• Highly social pack animals
• Pups grow to become subordinate pack 
members
• Subordinate pack members assist in
providing food & care to pups
GOOD DATA SHAPES SCIENCE
• Sporadic pup visibility & reliance on 
observation makes for challenging data
• Previous pup data is minimal & basic
• To improve understanding of recruitment, 
we must better understand how pups 
operate & survive in the environment 
Implications & Future Work
• Allows biologists to accurately visualize 
when and where fatalities likely occurred
• Detection probability affects apparent 
survival
• Future research may analyze what specific 
factors influence survival & detection
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Questions
Q1: How do pup dynamics change across 
spatial & temporal scales?
Q2: How does detection probability play a 
role in estimating population metrics?
Figure 2. 2010 apparent pup survival by pack territory. Calculated survival 
rate is displayed under each pack title.  
Figure 1. 2009 apparent pup survival by pack territory. Calculated survival 
rate is displayed under each pack title.  Figure 3. 2009 weekly pup high count by pack. 
Figure 4. 2010 weekly pup high count by pack. 
